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Goals of the Talk

• Recognize the different types of ventilator asynchrony
• Anticipate clinical scenarios for which asynchrony is common
• Tools to optimize conventional modes of ventilation
  – Pressure Support
  – Volume Control
  – Pressure Control
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Ineffective Triggering

• Ventilator detects patient effort as flow or pressure at the interface
  – Flow trigger is more sensitive than pressure*
  – Increasing the flow threshold will ↑ ineffective breaths

• Common for patients with COPD, iPEEP
  – Correlates with higher levels of Pressure Support
Ineffective Triggering
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Match ePEEP to iPEEP

- Waterfall Analogy: – Tobin MJ et al
- Applying ePEEP has little effect on upstream pressure until it equals / surpasses iPEEP
- Allows ventilator to detect “standard” trigger effort
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Double Trigger (Breath Stacking)
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Optimizing Pressure Support

FLOW
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PSV: How is Inspiration Ended?

• Control of Inspiration: Expiration varies by ventilator
  – Flow Cycle: cycle off at a % of Peak flow
    • E-cycle, E-sensitivity
  – 25% of Peak (Inspiratory) Flow is Default

Hess D Respir Care 2005
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• Emphysema: loss of elastic recoil
  – Peak flow is low, and high compliance doesn’t limit inspiratory flow
  – Need to cycle off sooner \( \Rightarrow \) flow cycle \(~40\%\)

• Low compliance: IPF, ARDS
  – Stiff lungs achieve a high peak flow very early
  – Rapid decrement in flow results in short, small \( \text{Vt} \)
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Airflow Obstruction and Flow Cycle

Actively interrupt flow to trigger exhalation
Low Compliance: Turn Down Flow Cycle
Volume Control
Goal is to Match Flow: Patient
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- Set Higher flow rate
- Change to square
- Increase RR in effort to “overdrive” ventilation
- Change to PC
- Change to PRVC / VC
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I-time
TOO
LONG
I–time TOO SHORT (RR ↑ 32)
Thank You!